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1. Introduction 

Data from the CERN pp collider provide a new avenue for the study of 

heavy-quark production and possibly also provide the first indication for the 

sparticles of supersymmetry. This discussion of the associated phenomenology 

begins with charm and bottom quarks, proceeds to the strategies that lead to 

top quark identification, and concludes with possible supersymmetry scenarios 

to explain the events observed by the UAI collaboration with large missing 

transverse momentum. A common thread is the 2 ~ 2 and 2 ~ 3 parton mechanisms 

for production of heavy particles. We find that calculations of charm and 
2 3bottom production by the O(a ) and O(a ) fusion subprocesses provides a s s 

reasonable first description of single muon and non-isolated dimuon events, 

but do not account for enhanced charm in jets. The top quark search relies 

on the selective suppression by lepton isolation requirements of b and c 

quark backgrounds, calculated from fusion. The calculated cross sections for 

sparticle production are similarly based on the validity of the 2 ~ 2 fusion 

mechanism. 

2. Charm and Bottom Production 

Heavy-quark production at large Pr or in the central region is nominally 

assumed to be dominated by the fusion subprocesses 

qq ~ gQQO(~;) o(a3)s1qq + Q: 
qg ~ qQQ 

gg ~ gQQ 

(2 ~ 2) gg -+ QQ (2 ~ 3) 

l
where Q = c, b or t. Inasmuch as fusion contributions are inadequate to 

explain the large diffractive charm cross section at low PT observed at ISR 

energies, it is important that these mechanisms be tested at high PT with 
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-data from the CERN pp collider. Our present ability to predict more esoteric 

phenomena, such as the cross sections for the production of supersymmetric 

particles, depends on the dominance of these lowest-order QCD subprocesses. 

These perturbative QCD calculations have several inherent ambiguities. 

There are various reasonable choices for the argument of the running coupling 

a (Q2) = 12~/[(~3 - 2f)~nCQ2/A2)], such as Q2 = 5 or Q2 = p;, as well as uns 
certainties in the value of A, the number of effective flavors f, and the 

choice of structure function parametrization. There are cross section enhance

ments (K factors) from contributions of higher-order diagrams. There are un

certainties associated with the choice of cutoff to regularize the soft and 

collinear singularities in the 2+ 3 subprocesses; typically a cutoff PT CQQ) > 

5 GeV is imposed. 2,3 The ef£ects of experimental acceptance cuts depend on 

the fragmentation of the heavy quark to heavy flavored mesons, Q+ MCQq), or 

baryons. In addition, predictions for lepton final states involve the weak 

decay matrix and branching fractions for the M(Qq) + ~ transitions. Taking 

these various uncertainties into account, the overall uncertainties on the 

calculated cross sections are at least a factor of two, which must be borne 

in mind when comparisons are made with data. 

The necessary input for heavy quark fragmentation is taken from analyses 

of heavy quark production in e+e - collisions. There the primary fragmentation 

is well described by the model of Peterson et al. 4 which gives the fragmenta

tion function D(z) ~ z(l_z)2/[(1_z)2 + £z]2 where z = pMfPQ is the momentum 

fraction evaluated in the subprocess c.m. frame. The parameter £ scales with 

(~)-2; fits to the e+e- data on c and b production are consistent with 

£ ~ 0.5 Gev2/m~. Scaling violation effects in D(z,Q2) can be ignored at the 

present level of accuracy. The primary fragmentation of b + B is hard, whereas 

that for c + D has a relatively flat z-dependence. 

The secondary fragmentation of the charm quark produced in B-meson 
5decays B + c + D, is another matter. The CESR data on inclusive D production 

from B decays indicate that this c + D fragmentation is hard. To reproduce 

this observation the secondary fragmentation is described by D(z) = o(l-z) in 

the B meson rest frame. 

The charged lepton spectra from Band D decays are well described by the 

spectator model with V-A bare quark matrix elements. The V-A structure gives 

a harder b + ~ spectrum than c +~. The B decays also have an additional 
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source of leptons via the cascade b ~ c ~ 1. As a consequence of the harder 

b ~ 1 spectrum and the harder b fragmentation, leptons from b dominate over 

those from c. 

In the following, typical fusion predictions are compared with recent UAI 

data. 

A. Single muons 

Figure I shows the predicted components of inclusive single muon produc

tion at high PT from the fusion and electroweak sources. The contributions 

of the 2 ~ 2 and 2 ~ 3 subprocesses are comparable. The summed contributions 
6 are in reasonable accord with the UAl measurements. These data may still 

contain n,K ~ p contamination,7 so firm conclusions cannot be drawn yet re

garding the precision of the agreement. 

B. Dinruons 

The observation by the UAI collaborationS of dimuon events with invari

ant dimuon masses in the range 2-22 GeV offers a good opportunity to test 

fusion expectations for heavy-quark production.g,lO Moreover, the Drell-Yan 

mechanism for electroweak pairs can be tested at higher energy. 

The UAI acceptance criteria for dimuon events are PT(~i) > 3 GeV, 

PT(~l) + PT(~2) > 10 GeV, and n(~i) < 1.3, 2.0, respectively. The imposition 

of these cuts is critical; our calculations9 indicate a dimuon acceptance 

only of order 10 of the true rate.-3 

It is convenient to consider three categories of heavy-quark sources: 

+ - + +
(A) m().l+ 

~ 
- ) < 4 GeV (B) m(~ ~ ) > 4 GeV ; (C) ~ ~ and ~ ~ 

The dimuons in category A are from the same b parent. In B the dimuons come 

from different primary bb or cc quarks. In C like-sign dimuons arise from 

one primary b and one secondary c decay, in the limit of no BO-So mixing. 

(A) (B.) (or cc) ee) 
-c 
L.]J 

The dimuon cross 
9

sections expected from the various. sources are tabulated 

below for pp collisions at IS. = 630 GeV, assuming no BO-So mixing. 
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A 	 B C 

bb 21 ph 290 pb 100 pb 

bbx 20 145 48 
-cc 56 

-
ccx 33 

tt 1 8 4 

W-+ tb 3 14 13 

Z -+ tt 0.1 1.5 1 

Z -+ bb 1.3 3.1 2.5 

Z -+ cc 1 

Dy eO) 
 83 

Dy Cl ) 
 112 

Here bbx, ccx denote the 2 -+ 3 processes; Dyen) denotes the Drell-Yan contri 

butions for zeroth Cn = 0) and first-order Cn = 1) QCD, with cuts mC~~) > 1, 

PTe~~) > 4 GeV applied to the first-order calculation. 

Muons from semileptonic decays of band c quarks will mostly lie in or 

near jets, whereas in ~+~- events of Drell-Yan origin the muons will general

ly be isolated; thus muon isolation provides a plausible means for separating 

heavy-quark and Drell-Yan sources. The b-quark contributions are the domi

nant heavy-quark source of non-isolated muons. The cross sections at IS = 
630 GeV are not much higher than those at is = 540 GeV, so the preceding 

table can be used to estimate the rate from the CERN collider runs at these 
lenergies, with a combined integrated luminosity !itdt '\i 0.38 pb- Including 

a dimuon detection efficiency8 of £ '\i 0.26, the expected number of dimuon 

events is N ~ O.lcrCpb). The predicted event rates, compared with numbers of 

UAI candidate events, are as follows 

Predicted UA1 Dimuon 

Events Events 


DY '\i 19 	 13 isolated events 

(excluding 12 events 

in J/~ and T regions) 

QQ '\i 66 	 34 non-isolated events 
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The Drell-Yan results are in reasonable accord with the observed number of 
+ isolated ]1 II events; the predicted number of heavy flavor events is about a 

factor of two high., but this discrepancy can be reduced by making specific 

parameter adjustments CA, f, and s). 

The calculated ratio of like-sign to unlike-sign dimuons for zero BO-So 

mixing is 

to be compared with. the preliminary experimental ratio 0.3 ± 0.1 for heavy 

flavor candidate events. Thus at present there is no need for BO-So mixing 

to understand like-sign non-isolated dimuons. 

More detailed tests can be made from scatter plots of PT(]1]1) versus 

m(]1]1). Predictions from the b and c quark sources are given in Fig. 2. The 
2 2 2

acceptance cuts exclude the region PT(]1]1) + m(}..lJl) > (10 GeV) • The highest 

event concentrations occur for m ~ 12 GeV (different parents) or m ~ 2 GeV 

( 11+11- )~ ~ from same parents. The spread between these regions is due to the 

2 ~ 3 contributions. The distribution of non-isolated dimuons observed by 

the UAI collaborationS seems·to be consistent with these expected patterns. 

The predicted numbers of heavy-flavor events with both muons isolated is 
+ - + +small (4 ]1]1 and ~ 0.5 ]1-]1-). The 7 observed isolated like-sign dimuon 

events cannot be explained by heavy flavors without postulating a large num

ber of unlike-sign isolated dimuons of this origin which would destroy all 

agreement with the Drell-Yan predictions. This anomaly deserves further 

attention. 

C. Charm in jets 

The perturbative charm content of QCD jets can be evaluated from the 

2 + 2 and 2 ~ 3 subprocesses for c and b production, with b ~ c decay. QCD 

predictionsll for inclusive jet cross sections at IS = 540 GeV with Inl s 1 

are shown in Fig. 3. The dominant source is the 2 + 3 charm subprocess, due 
~ 11 12to the hard g ~ cc transition. The pred~cted' inclusive charm fraction 

is of order 5% for transverse momenta in the range 10 < PT < SO GeV. This is 
l3well below early UAI indications for a large D* signal at low z and PT = 

16-20 GeY, shown by the data pOints in Fig. 4, but the data values may come 
13down. Even if this signal should hold up, the perturbative result may be 

correct at large z. 
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D. Summary 

The fusion predictions. of single muon and dimuon rates are in the ball 

park of UAI observations. The discovery of isolated like-sign dimuons is at 

present an anomaly. The pp collider is a good place to do B physics, and 

answer the question of whether SO_8° mixing occurs. Also, it should soon be 

possible to identify a few dimuon events of W-+ to and tt origins. Finally, 

enhanced charm in jets, if estaBlished, would have to be ascribed to non

perturbative QCD effects. 

3. Top Quark Identification 

Particle physics has entered a new era in which hadron colliders can be 

used in the search for new particles. Following the 
-

W-
+ 

and Z boson discov

eries14 at the CERN pp collider, evidence for th~ top quark
6 

has been found. 

The strategies which permit the top quark signal to be identified from the b 

and c backgrounds are discussed in this section. 

The fact that the t quark exists comes as no surprise. It is needed for 

renormalization in SU(2) x U(l). Also, without top, the assignment of one 

linear combination of -1/3 charge quarks would be assigned as a weak iso

singlet, upsetting the GIM cancellation mechanism and giving a Zbs coupling 

through which neutral current b-quark (and B-meson) decays would occur. The 

corresponding predicted lower limit15 reb -+ se+e-)/r(b -+ cev) ~ 0.12 is vio

lated by CESR data16 (for which the ratio is < 0.046 with 99.9% confidence) 

indicating that top exists. For a mass less than 60 GeV, top production at 
17-19 	 ~ appreciable rates is expected at the CERN pp collider from W -+ to decays 

and tt hadroproduction. 

A. Top from Wdecay 

The 	 decay W-+ to followed by the semileptonic decay t -+ evb provides an 
17

electron and jets tag for the t 	 quark 

W-+ to -+ evbb -+ e + PT + n-jets • 

With a jet algorithm analogous to that of the UAI collaboration, in which 
2 2 k partons with ~R = [(~n) + (A¢) 	 ] 2 < 1 are coalesced and jet recognition 

thresholds of PT(jl) > 8 GeV and PT(j2) > 7 GeV are required, this signal 

occurs mainly in the one- and two-jet channels. For electron acceptance 

PT(e) > IS GeV and electron isolation L PT(hadrons) < 1 GeV in a cone 
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6R < 0.4, the predicted e + 2-jet cross section is a(ejlj2) ~ 20 (25) pb at 

IS = 540 (630) 	 GeV. For the integrated luminosity of 120 nb- l at IS = 540 
lGeV and 270 nb- at IS = 630 GeV, and a charged lepton detection efficiency 

of order 0.5, the expected number of electron + 2-jet events from W ~ 	tb is 
~N(ej lj2) 5 events. The numbers of t candidates reported by the UAI collab

20oration at this meeting are N(ejlj2) = 9 events and N(l-ljlj2) = 3 events. 

B. Backgrounds to top from band c 

The t ~ bev decay involves large energy release which leads to a wide 

dispersal of the decay products; consequently there is a good chance of elec

tron isolation. In contrast, a high-PT elec~ron from b ~ cev decay must have 

a fast b parent and lie within about 30~ of the hadrons into which the c 
17 19fragments.' The only chance of electron isolation in qq,gg ~ bb initiated 

events occurs when b decays into a high-PT ele~tron and slow hadrons and b 

decays to a narrow hadronic jet. This background is eliminated by requiring 

electron isolation and two jets. 

The 2 ~ 3 'bottom and charm subprocesses such as gg ~ gbb are a poten

tially more dangerous background to the top signal. In a small fraction of 

such events b ~ e + slow hadrons escaping the isolation veto, while band g 

give narrow jets. However, our calculations 2 indicate that for electron + 

2-jet events this background is small compared to W~ tb. Moreover, the 2 ~ 3 

subprocesses give mass distributions that are distinctly different from the 

W~ to signal. We conclude that the t signal is separable from the b,c back

grounds. 

C. 	 Characteristics of W~ tb events 
17

The Jacobian peak of the fast b jet is a distinguishing characteristic

of the two-body W ~ tb decay. The peak of the PT(b) distribution occurs at 

2 m
t 

PT(b)peak ~ YzMw - Yz Mw 

The fast jet U1) is almost always the b (92% of the time for mt = 40 GeV). 21 

For comparisons with transverse mass distributions it is convenient to re

place PTCb) with a variable M.r(b) defined by2l 
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for which the ~ ~ mt and the Jacobian peak is at 

. bl 17,21. hI' f Transverse mass varla es are lmportant to t e ana YS1S 0 W+ tb 

candidate events. The transverse mass of a cluster of particles c and a 

missing transverse momentum PT is defined as 

h 0 ( I+ 12 m2) ~ .J. I! Iwere cT = + c and PT = PT. For the ev from t + bev decay thecT 
kinematic upper bound on the ev transverse mass is 

For the t cluster, the transverse mass for the effective two-body decay 

t + (be)v has a sharp Jacobian peak at the upper endpoint 

Finally, the Wcluster has a transverse mass with bound 

Figure 5 shows predicted idealized transverse distributions, without resolu

tion or jet identification uncertainties. A good diagnostic for events of 

W+ tb origin is that the peak regions of all, ~ and invariant mass distribu

tions should be simultaneously populated. This expectation seems to be borne 
6out by the three-electron and three-muon events of the UAI 83 run, for 

m ~ 40 GeV, as shown in Fig. 6.t 
D. Top hadroproduction 

-Another expected top source is qq,gg + tt which also gives electron 

events with two jets, The calculated e + 2 jets cross section from tt (with 

ffit = 40 GeV and K = 1) is a factor of two or more below the W+ tb contribu

tion; our experience with dimuon rate calculations suggests that this may be 

an overestimate of the tt cross section .. The distributions of tt origin are 
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broader with no distinctive peaks near m or ~, as shown in Fig. 6. Nevert 
theless, on the basis of rate considerations, and the UAI observation of an 

electron + 3-jet event, it is likely that some of the present t-candidate 

events are associated with tt production. 

E. Future 

In the near future we can expect the identification of top in dilepton 

events (e.g. one muon isolated and one muon in a jet). A more precise deter

mination of the top mass is needed. If a Z + tt event were found, this would 

establish that m < ~MZ ~ 47 GeV. Microvertex detectors in pp experimentst 
will clean up top signals by aiding in b,c identification. A future task is 

to determine whether diffractive tt production occurs in addition to fusion. 

It is also important to continue to search for other possible new particles 
22that might have masses comparable to top, such as the Q = -1/3 member of a 

fourth generation doublet (a,v) or supersymmetry particles. 

4. Sparticle Production 

Monojets and multijets with large missing transverse momentum (denoted 

by PT) found by the UAI cOllaboration23 may be unexplained by standard model 

backgrounds, especially the events with PT > 40 GeV. It is possible that 

these PT events are the first signal of the sparticles of supersymmetry. The 

sparticles invoked to explain the P
T 

events are the photino (y), gluino (g), 

and squark (q). The photino is assumed 'to be light « 10 GeV); it interapts 

feebly, escaping undetected at the collider. The missing PT results from 

photinos emitted in the decays q + qy or g + qqy. Current calculations of 

sparticle production and decays assume a five-flavor mass degeneracy of 

squarks, along with a degeneracy of qL and qR states, to avoid potential 

problems with flavor-changing neutral currents or anomalous parity violation 

in nuclei. The sparticle couplings are determined by standard model coup

lings. The only unknowns are the two mass parameters m(q) and m(l). 
24-27Three scenarios have been proposed to account for the PT events: 

(A) squark-pair (with m- >m-); (B) gluino-pair (with m- > ~); (C) extra-g q q g 
heavy squark (light g). Typical subprocesses for these scenarios are illus

trated in Fig. 7. To explain the hardness of the PT spectrum a IS th;eshold 

of ~ 100 GeV is necessary, which requires sparticle masses of (A) IDq ~ 50 

GeV; (B) mg ~ 50 GeV; (C) IDq ~ 100 ~eV with mg ~ 5 G~V. In (C) a long g 
lifetime or a soft g + g-hadron fragmentation is needed. 
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The jets are defined using an algorithm for partons which parallels the 
· 1 . hm 23 P . dUAl Jet a gorlt. artons ln escending order of ET are coalesced into a 

jet so long as (~~)2 + (~n)2 < 1 between the jet axis and the next parton. 

The fast jet is required to have PT > 25 GeV and other jets PT > 12 GeV. The 

monojet cross sections obtained in all three scenarios are able to accommodate 

the observed rate. 

More than 50% of the monojets in scenario (A) and nearly all the mono

jets in (C) are single quarks. These scenarios are therefore better able to 

account for the low mass and low charged particle multiplicities of the ob

served monojets than scenario (B), in which the monojets are mainly multi 

quarks. 

The PT spectrum of monojet events is broad in scenario (A), sharply 

decreasing above the PT cut in scenario (B), and has a Jacobian peak at %mq 
in scenario (C). Again scenarios (A) and (G) seem most consistent with the 

monojet data; their PT distributions are shown in Fig. 8. 

The predicted dijet cross sections for events with PT > 40 GeV are quite 

different. In scenario (A) a ratio a(2j)la(lj) 'V 2 is obtained, whereas (C) 

gives a(2j)la(lj) 'V 1/3; in the latter case the soft-PT gluino materializes 

only rarely as an observable jet. 

The question has been raised28 as to whether the top quark signal could 

be faked by the production of squark pairs in scenario CA), decaying via 

q 
4 	wq 

4 ev,ev 

which could give e + 2-jet events. The optimum w- mass f or such top- f ak·lng29 

is between the q and v masses, to obtain a sufficiently large e + 2-jet cross 

section [e.g. q(50); &(35); v(25)]. However, this mechanism gives large PT 
(due to the q ~ yq decay) unlike the observed e + 2-jet events and does not 

fake most peaks of W~ tb transverse mass distributions. This top-faking 

mechanism is thus rejected. Of course there is the possibility that sparticle 

contributions are present in addition to W~ tb, in which case we would have 

the interesting situation of top as the background to other new physics. 

Another effect of light sparticles is to increase the Wand Z widths by 

up to 50% of their standard model values. 30 The change in rz/rwin turn 
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changes the W/Z production ratio 

R _ 

The standard model value is R = 8.9 ± 0.5. With squark masses of 40 GeV and 

slepton masses of 25 GeV, motivated by scenario (A) and grand unification, 

the predicted ratio31 is R = 10.5. The preliminary UAl upper bound 32 (90% 

C.L.) is R < 8.7. Thus R measurements may soon exclude sleptons as light as 

25 GeV. 

In conclusion, if the UAI monojets are of supersymmetry origin, then 

squark and gluino masses are already tightly constrained and dijet events 

with large PT should help distinguish between the two most promising scenar

ios. The top signal is not being faked by sparticles. 
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7. Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. 	 Comparison of inclusive muon PT distribution from heavy-quark fusion 

and electrow~ak subprocesses. with UA1 measurements from Ref. 6. 

Fig. 2. 	 Two-dimensional zone plots from Ref. 9 of dimuon cross sections (in 

pb) at IS = 630 GeV from combined c and b quark contributions 

(a) unlike-sign dimuons, (b) like-sign dimuons (no mixing). 
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Fig. 3. Inclusive jet cross sections at IS = 540 GeV with Inl ~ 1 calculated 

in Ref. 11 from low-order QCD and electroweak subprocesses. 

Fig. 4. Perturbative QCD calculation of charm in jets from Ref. 11 compared 

to the early UAI data from Ref. 13. 

Fig. 5. Transverse mass distributions for W+ tb events with t + bev decay 

( s ee Re f s . 17, 21). 

Fig. 6. 	 Comparison of W+ tb and tt predictions from Ref. 21 for transverse 

and invariant mass distributions in e(~) + 2-jet events with the 

1983 UAI t-candidate events of Ref. 6. 

Fig. 7. 	 Typical subprocesses in the three supersymmetry scenarios proposed 

to explain the UAI monojets. 

Fig. 8. 	 Predicted PT distributions of monojets in the squark pair and extra

heavy squark scenarios; the arrows (asterisks) along the top denote 

PT values of the UAI monojet events from the 1984 (1983) runs. The 

calculations do not include P resolution smearing.T 
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